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WELCOME…
…to our first Virtual Open Submission Group Show. We’d love to be welcoming you into Dunamaise
Gallery right now, for a social & buzzing reception, elbow to elbow with some of our finest artist
and exhibition visitors enjoying our favourite beverages, but alas it wasn’t to be. However, we are
really delighted that, instead of having to cancel this important and popular exhibition, we have
found a way of sharing artists work at a safe distance through our brand new virtual gallery.
Huge thanks are due to participating artists and our Guest Curator, Monica Flynn, for adapting to
online submission and selection, and to my Dunamaise staff team for preparing this exhibition
with the same care and enthusiasm as a live gallery opening.
Work in a range of media by artists from all over Ireland has been carefully curated, set out in
themed sections across our Virtual Gallery. Most of the work is for sale and we always encourage
people to snap up any beautiful artwork that catches your eye, that will give you a lifetime of
pleasure; to display in your home or business; brighten your home office or perhaps even add an
interesting facet to your Zoom background this year!
The fantastic prize of a month long residency at Laois Arthouse, Stradbally – to be taken up as
circumstances allow - is a rare opportunity for a selected artist to focus on creating new work in
state-of-the-art studio facilities and a supportive environment. Dunamaise gratefully
acknowledges the support of Laois Arts Office, in awarding this prize.
While we’re all staying safe at home for now, we’re missing you lots and keeping busy ‘Working in
the Wings’.
We will continue investing in artists, sharing exhibitions online, hosting artist talks, professional
development workshops and art classes online until we can welcome you back into Dunamaise
Arts Centre once again.
Keep in touch through our e-newsletters, Facebook , Twitter or Instagram and visit dunamaise.ie
for updates and other wonderful events, including further virtual exhibitons.
Michelle de Forge, Director of Dunamaise Arts Centre

The Year of Magical Thinking
‘’Life changes fast. Life changes in the instant.
You sit down to dinner and life as you know it ends.’’
Joan Didion – The Year of Magical Thinking

Guest Selector - Monica Flynn
Monica Flynn: “I am delighted to be invited to curate and select
this year’s Open Submission at Dunamaise Arts Centre. As an
artist-curator, I enjoy the opportunity to collaborate in the
making of exhibitions. Selecting from open submission offers
the additional excitement of encountering work by artists I haven’t met before and the
chance to bring together an unexpected community of works around this year’s
theme. For this Open Submission we invite artists to submit works you have made
during or in response to your experience of 2020.
In this year of pandemic we have found ourselves confined with the spectre of an
uncertain future, although this has perhaps always been our human condition. Having
been thrown back on our own resources, have we found some insights in this Year of
Magical Thinking amid the upheaval of life as we though we knew it?
Monica Flynn - I am an artist-curator originally from County Laois and currently based
in Dublin. I like to shift between the roles of performer, event-maker and artist-curator. I
am interested in the connection between ourselves as individuals, society and our belief
systems. I am curious about collective agency and in creating spaces for shared
experience.
My curatorial work has included: the visual arts programme for Bealtaine At Home
2020; BREATH a performance by artist Ceara Conway with Damer House Gallery for
Culture Night 2016; co-curation of Still, We Work: Representations of Women and
Work (June 2015) with Hollie Kearns and Rosie Lynch (Workhouse Union) Callan, on
behalf of the National Women’s Council of Ireland. Developed by project
curator Valerie Connor SWW was commissioned by the NWCI to coincide with the
anniversary of the 1913 Lock Out and involved specially commissioned works by
artists Miriam O’Connor, Vagabond Reviews, Anne Tallentire and Sarah Browne which
toured Ireland in 2015. I have also worked as curatorial co-ordinator on Lived Lives: A
Pavee Perspective (Nov 2015) with artist Dr. Seamus McGuinness (GMIT) and Prof.
Kevin Malone, School of Medicine (UCD). I hold an MA Visual Arts Practices from IADT,
Dun Laoghaire (2008) and have over 20 years’ experience in Arts and Cultural
Management since graduating from (UCD, 2000). www.monicaflynn.com

Virtual Gallery Tour
Available on www.dunamaise.ie
As you will see, while browsing our beautiful new virtual space, the curator
has carefully chosen the order of the selected pieces to add to your viewing
experience. To help us get a window into this curation journey, Monica has
grouped the selected pieces into four categories. Each group is a subset of the
over arching theme - The Year of Magical Thinking - and reflects beautifully
how the submissions this year responded to that theme.
~
Family and Other Animals
Green and Blue Things
The Sun will Shine in Spite of Everything
Art is Non-Essential, until it is Not
~

Artworks
Family & Other Animals
This group of works brings home the importance that familial relationships
had during 2020 and the comfort we took from our pets and immediate
surroundings. The title is borrowed from Gerald Durrell’s semiautobiographical book, My Family & Other Animals.
ARTIST NAME
Mary Slevin
Pauline Conroy
HilaryKelly
Orla Mc Donagh
Orla Mc Donagh
Kay Murphy
Allen Scully
Patricia Hennessy
Kevin McCannn
Rebecca Deegan
Niamh O'Brien-Vaughan
Niamh O'Brien-Vaughan
Clare Coffey
Zen Rice
Mike Rafter
Heather Rice

TITLE
A moment in time
Robert and Gang
Feathers and Rosie
Hendra the Rescue Hen & Friend
Mr.Beau the Rescue Cat & Friend
Inner Strength
Annarose
Anxiety
Bird girl of the Bowers
Pod
Star of Hope
Tearmann (Sanctuary)
Cat
Elsa
Lifes a beach
Butterfly Dancer

MEDIA
Mixed Media
Oil on canvas
Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic
Chalk Pastel
Oil on canvas
Oil
Charcoal & Pencil

PRICE
150
POA
POA
500
500
400
500
150
450
100
Polychromos Pencil
350
Polychromos Pencil
350
Pencil on paper
NFS
Digital art, canvas 60
Oil, canvas panel 350
Print
75

Green & Blue Things
Monica was interested in a different kind of attention to things that being
confined to home brought to us, over the last 10 - 12 months. There was a
sense that as a society we were reconnecting with the natural world.
This group title is a line from the Patrick Kavanagh poem, Canal Bank Walk 'This soul needs to be honoured with a new dress woven of green and blue
things and arguments that cannot be proven'.
ARTIST NAME
Carol Booth
Catherine Brennan
Pauline Hyland
Trevor Byrne
Trevor Byrne
Anne O’Connor
Ethelda Ellis
Rennie Buenting
Greg Hallahan
Pauline Conroy
Terry Conroy
Dawn Harvey
Pauline Hyland
Kate Knowles
Kate Knowles
Tina Kilkenny Roddy
Allen Scully
Megan White
Kathleen Gilligan
Colin O’Reilly

TITLE
Curagh
Ore. (diptych)
Our world will survive...
Slieve Bloom Night Sky
Meteor and Comet over
Waiting
A New Day
Joya
Singing in the Shadows
Dandelion Ball
Dysart Bluebells
Dusk daisy's
Brighter days ahead…
Haven
Magical Thinking
View from the Rock
Glenbarrow
Staycation
The Forgotten
Where nothing holds

MEDIA
€PRICE
Oil on canvas
950
Acrylic, paste, silver leaf. 400
Oil on canvas
POA
Photography
60
The Rock Photography 60
Acrylic on canvas
200
Textile Art
600
Mixed Media
550
Mixed Media
140
Oil on canvas
850
Mounted Photograph 180
Watercolour
125
Oil on canvas
390
Oil
385
Oil
800
Oil
250
Chalk Pastel
350
Acrylic Paint
150
Acrylic Paint
280
Photo A4
120

The Sun Rises in Spite of Everything
During 2020 many people took solace from Derek Mahon’s poem Everything is
going to be alright. Sadly Derek himself passed away in Oct 2020, RIP. These
abstract and abstracted works work on an emotional register offering a space
for reflection.
ARTIST NAME
Paddy Critchley
Colin O’Reilly
Philip Ennis
Kathleen Gilligan
Aileen Donovan
Anne Martin Walsh
Anne Martin Walsh
Elena Fleming
Timea Kocsis

TITLE
Still Life Stage
Search light
Untitled
Mother Nature Reclaiming
Williams Last Words
Connections I
Connections II
Greetings
Shíl

MEDIA
Oil on Canvas
Photography A4
Acrylic on canvas
Concrete Sculpture
Mixed Media
Acrylic on Birch Ply
Acrylic on Birch Ply
Oil on canvas
Acrylic with gold

€PRICE
800
120
150
250
350
650
650
400
600

Art is Non-Essential, Until It Isn't
In the summer of 2020 The Sunday Times Singapore polled readers about who they
deemed to be essential workers. There was a strong reaction from artists who
polled as non-essential. In response the Indian poet Madhu Raghavendra, composed a poem titled 'Artist' in which he refuted the need for concern, artists don't
mind being non-essential. It was wonderful during the first lockdown Mar - Jun to
see the outpouring of creativity on social media as everyone suddenly had the time
for creativity in their lives. We will always seek out art to bring meaning and solace
particularly during extraordinary times. This group of craft works say something of
the meditative quality of skill, attention and time, the special quality of being in the
present moment when making.
Art is Non-Essential, until it is Not
ARTIST NAME
Aisling Brennan
Aisling Brennan
Gintaras Malinauskas
Gintaras Malinauskas
Monica O' Meara
Monica O' Meara
Anne Van Dorpe

TITLE
The Well of Sadness
Flash of Anger
Laburnum vase
Birch vase
Equilibrium 1
Equilibrium 2
Particles

MEDIA
Sheep Wool
Sheeps Wool
Mixed Media
Mixed Media
Ceramic Wall Sculpture
Ceramic Wall Sculpture
Wool

€PRICE
NFS
NFS
220
280
270
130
250

Sales Enquiries
Please contact us with any queries regarding
the artworks and we will be happy to help.
You can reach us via
www.dunamaise.ie
Or directly contact a member of the team on
Email: boxofficemanager@dunamaise.ie
Telephone: 057 86 63355 / 089 493 9959
Mon - Fri, 10am - 5.30pm
Phones are diverted while we remain in level 5 restrictions, if you don’t reach us please leave a
message or an email and a member of the team will get back to you shortly
Enjoy the Open Submission Exhibition 2020-2021!

Artist Statements
Carol Booth completed her BFA at NCAD, and has worked since in the arts - painter, sculptor & gilder spending time in California, France, Spain, Mexico and now living in Laois. carolbooth.ie
Aisling Brennan draws on inner-life, expressing it into art through a variety of media. She is based in Mount
Henry Art Studio, Killenard. Aisling also works as an art therapist and is the Chairperson of the Irish Association
of Creative Arts Therapists. trueselftrueart@gmail.com
Catherine Brennan is a Laois based visual artist, member of Laois Arthouse Collective. Solo exhibition Jan'20
in Abbeyleix library. Exhibited through Ireland in visual art, photography and written word. Published
internationally.
Rennie Buenting made “Joya’ during an artist’s residency in Spain in March 2020, using clay from the mountain
in her painting and creating a song about Covid news while there. renniebuenting.weebly.com

Rennie has been selected as this year’s artist to be offered a month long Residency in Laois Arthouse
Trevor Byrne is a photographer based in Portlaoise, County Laois, primarily focusing on astrophotography,
but also nature and landscape photography.
Clare Coffey recently discovered her ability while accompanying her mum to class. A new found passion.

Terry Conroy is a local photographer who has a passion for all types of photography. His aim is to capture an
emotion or atmosphere in his images.
Pauline Conroy uses painting as a way of recording her life. Her immediate surroundings and family are her
subject matter. There is no need for more.
Paddy Critchley is an artist from Portlaoise, currently studying Fine Art Painting in Limerick School of Art &
Design. He has exhibited widely and has work in The Hunt Museum Limerick's permanent collection.
Rebecca Deegan is a visual artist from Laois creating dark and surreal figurative pieces.
www.rebeccadeegan.com
Aileen Donovan is a visual artist inspired by my surroundings, the environment and nature. I use acrylic, oils,
glue-gun and occasionally modelling paste to bring a 3D element to my painting
Philip Ennis is a self taught Midlands based painter. www.instagram.com/ennis.philip
Ethelda Ellis is inspired by Nature. Using textiles and a sewing machine, using art as therapy, and striving to
open people’s eyes to the beauty around us and give hope.
Elena Fleming, based in Co. Kildare, paints in oil and acrylic and creates textile artwork, including painting
and a hand stitch. Her work carries emotional meaning and positivity. https://applewoodart.com
Kathleen Gilligan is a Laois based artist, and recent graduate of Abbeyleix FEC, achieving distinction in an
advanced Art level 6 course in 2020. The work is primarily in paint but also the artist has a love for sculpture,
drawing, mixed media and ceramics. The artists work at present is very much based on home past and present.
Greg Hallahan is an artist from Naas. Greg began his career in art after studying in GMIT followed by a MA in
Fine Art in Chester, UK. Drawing on double corrugate cardboard he focuses on the magical and mystical
prehistoric monuments that attract, confused and demand respect. www.greghallahanart.com
Dawn Harvey lives just outside Borris-in-Ossory in the beautiful countryside. Dawn is self taught, and loves to
paint the world around me, from the animals on the smallhold to the stunning landscapes out the artist’s
window.
Patricia Hennessy’s paintings express the heightened sense of anxiety for the individual in relationship to the
outer world in 2020, reflecting on a psychological experience of suspension and loss of sovereignty.
www.instagram.com/hennessy_patricia/
Pauline Hyland is a contemporary artist painting mainly in oil. Inspired by the ever changing beauty of our
world. Her work encapsulates the positive personalities of the Irish psyche.
Hilary Kelly is a Laois based artist, that just completed level 6 Art in the FEC in Abbeyleix. Hilary describes
having L plates in relation to exhibiting and this is an excellent platform to start from. I work in paint, clay mix
medium and pencil.

Tina Kilkenny-Roddy; In this unpredicted year Tina has spent time painting en plain air at the Rock of
Dunamase. I have used these studies to create this work.
Kate Knowles has found a peace in the wildness of Abbeyleix Bog. Isolated but convenient, alone but with
company, silent but aloud with the sounds of nature. Abundant inspiration for oil painting.
kateknowlesartist.com
Timea Kocsis is a contemporary painter from Laois, with an interest in landscapes and abstract imagery.
www.norefineart.com
Gintaras Malinauskas is originally from Lithuania and now lives in County Laois. A woodworker from an
early age, Gintaras joined the Midland’s Chapter of the Irish Woodturners’ Guild (IWG) in 2014 and has since
developed his craf to focus on meticulously detailed and colourful vases and vessels. http://gmwoodart.ie/
Anne Martin Walsh completed a Masters in Fine Art at CIT Crawford College of Art & Design, Cork in
January, 2019. She now lives and works in Co. Wexford. annemartinwalsh.com
Orla McDonagh "The paintings reflect the important place of our pets in our life, but especially during the
lockdown…The pets are from the Eggcellent Lives battery hen rescue in Abbeyleix.” Orla is an artist/teacher
based in Abbeyleix. Her commissions have been exhibited in Ireland & Wales. Working in a variety of media,
she is inspired by Laois countryside & old architectural ruins. orlamcdonagh.wixsite.com/orlamcdonaghartist
Kevin McCannn likes social commentary and things from the imagination.
Kay Murphy’s work alternates between landscape, still life and figurative. Inspired by life's surrounding, Kay
enjoys painting compositions that create atmosphere and meaning. Her preferred medium is acrylic. Kay
graduated with a BA in Art & Design from GMIT, 2014, and has been awarded a residency from Cill Rialaig.
www.kaymurphyart.com
Monica O' Meara ‘Equilibrium’ investigates landscape and unfathomable geological time to temper the
uncertainty rapidly thrust upon us by the pandemic - our reconnection with the natural world introduces a
balancing force. https://momeara.art/
Colin O’Reilly is a Laois based artist and graduate of GMIT college with a bachelor’s honours in contemporary
arts. His work examines stages of process in memory and identity. Using forms of performance, sculpture and
photography to process, collect and archive data. https://instagram.com/colin_o_reilly_arts
Niamh O'Brien Vaughan successfully completed her first year in Ballyfermot College of Animation, but due
to the pandemic deferred the final year until Sept 2021, specialising in Portraits, People & Animals.
www.facebook.com/Commissioned-Art-By-Niamh

Anne O’Connor is originally from rural Laois & living in Galway, & is influenced by the transcience of time.
Mike Rafter works mainly with oil paints, attempting to record the nuanced interactions of our personal
relationships. www.mikerafterartist.com
Zen Rice is Fourteen years old and a keen artist and dog lover.

Heather Rice is an Artist and Photographer, living in the Slieve Bloom Mountains, Co Laois.
Allen Scully lives and works in Portlaoise. He has been teaching art since graduating from G.M.I.T in 2007.
Mary Slevin explores family life and the nature surrounding her home, where she is based at Mount Henry
Art Studio. Her interests span textiles, print, painting, drawing and mixed media, enabling her to explore
subjects at a deep and personal leave. www.maryslevinartist.com
Anne Van Dorpe “It started with one small square... recycled wool from an old jumper with bits of colourful
yarn needlefelted onto it. And then the squares multiplied as the weeks went by…”
Megan White is a 16 year old Portlaoise artist, art YouTuber and Leaving Certificate student, who loves
drawing, painting and experimenting with different media, traditionally and digitally.

